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INTRODUCTION

The Origin of KML
KML (Keyhole Markup Language) is a coding specification developed by Google, based on XML (eXtensible Markup Language) grammar and file format, used to describe and preserve geographic information such as point, line, surface, 3D model, etc [1] . It can be displayed and recognized by Google Earth and Google Maps. Google Earth and Google Maps process KML files in a similar way as Web browsers process XML and HTML files. Like HTML, KML uses tags, names, and so on that contain attributes to determine how it is displayed [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 8] . Now KML language has become an international standard.With the rapid development of information industry such as remote sensing and geographic information, the emergence of KML just satisfies the media carrier relationship between computer and satellite images, compresses the original large storage capacity of information into a small capacity and can reflect the information in Google Earth, and improves people's image information processing. It greatly reduces the running memory of the computer. Users also experience that the use of Google Earth has brought great convenience to related work. At the same time, it also speeds up the related research of Google satellite image.By focusing on natural disaster data analysis and disaster assessment, Google Earth can not only express the three-dimensional location and distribution range of disasters in space, but also express the development process and impact degree of disasters in time domain [7] . Therefore, the use of KML to store geospatial data information of terrain objects and the application of XML hypertext markup language to the Google Earth client can provide great convenience for disaster analysis, assessment and prediction.
FUNCTIONS AND MARKUP GRAMMAR RULES OF KML
Functions of KML
(1) Be able to mark the location of the annotations and icons, and be able to overlay images and display three-dimensional objects on Google Earth;
(2) It can create different perspectives for the geographical characteristics of a region;
(3) The ability to write HTML descriptions of geographic features, including embedded and hyperlinks, and the ability to group geographic features using folders;
(4) It can specify the display style of geographical features and dynamically acquire and modify KML text format.
KML Grammar Rules
(1) KML uses case-sensitive closed tags.
(2) When KML uses compound labels, the first English word should be capitalized, and if it uses a single label, no capitalization is required.
(3) When using KML tags, they must be nested accurately and strictly refer to HTML hypertext markup language grammar norms.
(4) There is only one root tag in the KML document.
(5) KML should be enclosed in quotation marks when declaring the attributes of geographical elements. (6) CRLF (carriage return) in KML is similar to line break < br > in HTML hypertext markup language, but it shows inserting new lines. (7) KML is similar to HTML hypertext markup language in the use of annotations, which can be seen more intuitive.
KML Markup Type
KML can be divided into two basic types: one is compound tag, the other is single tag. These tags have common characteristics, they are all written in English, but the difference is that the beginning letters of composite tags should be capitalized, and a single tag needs lowercase, and a single tag can not exist alone, it must be attached to the composite tag, and the composite tag can be used as the parent element of other tags.
In KML text format, the header of the XML file: <? XML version = "1.0" encoding = "UTF-8"?> KML Spatial Definition Access's Internal Information File Web Site: <kmlxmlns "http://www.opengis.net/kml/2.2" xmlns: gx= "http://www.google.com/kml/ext/2.2">.
VB6 (VISUAL BASIC) SCRIPT COMPILATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF KML
Introduction to Script Usage
This paper compiles and generates KML at any four points. The implementation process is shown in Figure 1 . KML is generated from the region drawn by the minimum and maximum longitude and latitude values of Guangxi region and demonstrates earthquake disaster information. KML was generated by sequential input ( Then the seismic data of Guangxi region from November 8, 2018 to December 8, 2018 are imported into Arcgis (data source from seismic science data sharing center (http:// data earthquake.cn)) as shown in Table 1 .Add this data and display the generated map.The earthquakes that occurred in Guangxi in one month are shown in Figure 5 (plane map).
Figure 5. Earthquake distribution location in guangxi region
In order to better observe the location of the Seismic source and the magnitude of the Seismic source, different colors are used to display the place names as shown in Figure 6 and scatter point Figure 7 . The magnitude of the earthquake is shown by the size of the markers. The magnitude of the earthquake is shown by the size of the markers. The DEM (Data Elevation Model) of the Guangxi region is displayed. It is shown that the elevation ratio of the model is 1:1000 and the focal depth ratio is 1:5000. Figure. 8 , the three-dimensional data elevation model for observing elevation information through color is shown in Figure. 9. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, the information of various Geomorphology, topography and topographic changes and earthquakes in Guangxi can be visually displayed by the three-dimensional model. It can be seen that most of the earthquakes monitored in November 2018 occurred in the mountainous areas of Western Guangxi. The depth and magnitude of the source can be directly observed on the map, which provides a reliable reference for seismic analysis. There are many kinds of KML compiling languages. This paper only chooses one of them, Visual Basic (VB6), to compile and process. In order to ensure the correctness of the generated KML files, this paper loads the target range images according to Google Earth software and detects them. Through image recognition and disaster analysis of earthquake-related information, this paper provides a convenient and intuitive way to understand the location and magnitude characteristics of earthquakes. With the continuous development of Google Earth, the role of KML will become more and more prominent in the future. 
